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What are
street art
operas?

 

 
New, short operas that are made to be shown
outdoors, projected onto a wall or building

and listened to on silent disco headphones. Like
all street art, we want these pieces to

convey a strong message to the world – opera
as activism: Punchy, comic, satirical, poignant,

powerful.



The visual language should be made for outdoors by using
graphic illustration, street art, graffiti or animation

techniques to create a street art aesthetic, potentially
using green-screen filming. The text should be part of the

graphic image. The performance should include at least
one opera singer, but can also include other types of

singing. The music can be in any genre with any
instruments or sounds. The pieces can be in Welsh or

English and all work will be projected bi-lingually. The
maximum length of each final work should be approx. 10

minutes.
  

What are we looking for?
  

·-  A clear and compelling idea for a new Street Art
Opera 

·-  An indication of who and where it is for 
-· A desire to work as part of a creative team that

combines music creator, writer and visual artist 
(MTW can introduce artists to one another to create

teams)
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MTW will produce the commissioned pieces, including booking
singers and musicians, arranging the recording and filming

process, and providing dramaturgical support.
 

Timeline:
 

·Open Call and opportunity for consultation meeting –
between 31 July and 29 September 2023
·Submission Deadline – 23 October 2023

·Commission Decisions – 10 November 2023
·Completed Final Edit (ready to show) – 17 May 2024

·Street Art Opera public showings – June and July 2024
 



HOW TO APPLY

 
Commission submissions should include a summary of the

narrative, a description of the music you imagine using, and
an indication of the visual language you will use. 

 

Proposals can be made in writing or with a video. 
CLICK HERE to apply and for full information.

https://airtable.com/shrB4kcjUa7Gi2EEp


gET IN

TOUCH 

 
MTW is offering

consultation support to
develop your proposal
before submitting it, to
explore your ideas and

discuss the practical and
financial implications, and

to discuss potential
introductions to other
collaborative artists.
Please contact Michael
McCarthy by email at 

 michael@musictheatre.wales 


